Huxley installs walkway at Carnoustie

CARNoustie, Scotland — Premier all-weather pathway material from Huxley Golf has been used to produce quiet, comfortable, hard wearing walkways on the Championship Course at Carnoustie Golf Links, Angus, Scotland.

The first Huxley Golf installation at Carnoustie was a 100-yard long by two-yard wide all-weather pathway on the eighth hole. Previously constructed using crushed shells, the surface was proving noisy to golfers on neighboring tees and greens as well as being uncomfortable to walk on.

"Golfers preferred to walk on the grass beside the old path, resulting in unsightly wear and tear," explained links superintendent, John Philp. "Those who did walk on the path often carried shell material onto the surrounding areas, causing problems for mowing equipment. We needed an attractive, low maintenance solution."

The material is easy to lay and good both to look at and walk on. It also requires minimal maintenance. — John Philp

Huxley’s Scottish area manager, Hugh Fraser, provided advice on suitable material specification and installation requirements to Carnoustie. Having successfully completed the new path on the eighth hole, the Links has subsequently installed additional all-weather material on the step off points from two bridges which cross the infamous Barry Burn. "The material is easy to lay and good both to look at and walk on. It also requires minimal maintenance," said Philp.

Bowcom expands worldwide

SOMERSET, England — Bowcom Ltd., manufacturers of the Bowdry ground care machine, are moving on two fronts in a simultaneous expansion that sees their award winning range available in both the Far East and the United States.

Bowcom (Far East) Ltd., based in Hong Kong, will administer the increasing number of trade opportunities Bowcom has created since first entering the market in 1997. Bowdry USA is headed up by Todd McColgin who will work from the company’s New York state offices in dealing with the surge of inquiries received since Bowcom’s appearance at the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America show in February 1999.

The Hong Kong development is to consolidate Bowcom’s Asian expansion having already appointed Wellwin International as sole distributor for Bowcom products in China. Similar agents and distributors have also been established in Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia.

Bowdry’s ability to remove excess water quickly and without marking fine turf, allows play to resume immediately after rain has stopped falling.

Jacklin Seed added the top bentgrass to our game so you can be on top of yours.

Everybody loves a winner. Which is why L-93 is the top name in creeping bentgrass and the ideal choice for greens, tees and fairways on top courses worldwide. And now L-93 is available exclusively from Jacklin Seed, the leading name in turfgrass innovation.

In fact, you’ll find just the right variety for your requirements from our full creeping bentgrass lineup. It may be L-93, for its dark color, aggressive establishment and optimum density; Southshore, for its exceptional durability; Putter, for its aggressiveness against Poa annua invasion; or PLS, the high performance blend that combines the best of all three.

To be on top of your game, put our number on top of your list.

Call Jacklin Seed, 800-688-SEED.